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Chapter 1 : Sew Smart | Central WisconsinÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s Largest Creative Sewing Center!
Welcome to Sew Smart Fabrics. We have been in the wholesale/retail fabric business since based out of Scranton, PA.
We provide high quality fabrics for all kind of usage: interior design, textiles, upholstery, crafts, etc.

And with Easter coming early in the calendar only a few weeks away I thought it would be a good time to
share this easy fabric Easter basket and fabric eggs tutorial. This tutorial was written last year for the Riley
Blake Design Team and this year I am finally posting the full version here. The fabric requirements for this
project are: This will reduce bulk in the seams as you assemble the basket. Following manufacturers
instructions, adhere the Fusible Fleece to the wrong side of the exterior fabrics and the Shape Flex to the
wrong side of the lining fabric. This is optional, but I added some simple quilting lines to the exterior pieces
after the Fusible Fleece had been adhered, just to give the bag some texture and to add to the patchwork look.
Pin two exterior pieces and two lining pieces right sides together. See black lines Press all seams open. To
create a box-bottom for the basket bring the two edges of the notched squares together. Match up seam
allowances to keep bottom square and pin edges together. Turn exterior piece right-sides-out and place inside
the lining piece. Start by matching up seams and pin two layers, right sides together, all the way around the
basket. Leave a gap there and sew again around to the original side. Pull bag exterior right-sides-out through
the bottom corner left open in the lining. To close this corner, tuck edges in, pin and top-stitch the opening
closed. By pulling through the corner, the bottom of the basket looks neater. Tuck lining inside the basket
exterior and use an iron to give the basket a good press and help shaping it. Pin all around the edges make sure
the seam is not rolled inside the two layers and top stitch all the way around the top edge of the basket, leaving
an opening again where the handles will be inserted. Fuse Shape Flex to the back side of the two handle pieces
and sew both long sides together. Turn right-sides out, press well, and top-stitch along both sides to give the
handle a more finished look. Carefully trim away bottom corners to make handle easier to insert. Insert one
end of the handle about an inch down inside the opening for the handle. Finish top-stitching over the handle to
secure it in place. If you plan to carry heavy things in the basket, make sure the handle is extra secure. Insert
other end of the handle on opposite side and repeat to finish the basket. When the handle is finished, the basket
will have a kind of rounded appearance see top basket in photo. I personally like it because it gives the basket
a little more shape. Just pinch the two sides together at each corner and whip-stitch a few stitches at the corner
to pinch those sides together. Use a coordinating thread to camouflage the stitches. Repeat at all four corners.
This will give the basket a little more of a box-y look. I also made a bunch of fabric eggs to go in my baskets.
Her eggs are so pretty. I think I might make a bunch more this year. Wiltshire Daisy is also available right
now from Craftsy. I hope you enjoy this fun little project to get ready for Spring and Easter!
Chapter 2 : Sew a Smart Bookmark
Sewing Smart With Fabric [Jeanne Stauffer] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Information on fiber content and its importance to the appearance and performance of a fabric and tips and helpful hints
on selecting fabric.

Chapter 3 : Sewing Machines and Supplies | calendrierdelascience.com
Penelope's Cupboard, Mountain Home. Friendly and knowledgeable staff! Come have fun with us!

Chapter 4 : 31 of Our Favorite Sewing Projects | Martha Stewart
Sewing Smart with Fabric [Jeanne Stauffer] on calendrierdelascience.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
Information on fiber content and its importance to the appearance and performance of a fabric and tips and helpful hints
on selecting fabric.
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Chapter 5 : Fabric Basket and Eggs tutorial - Diary of a Quilter - a quilt blog
In this book, Sewing Smart with Fabric, you'll discover information on fiber content and its importance to the appearance
and performance of a fabric. The tips and helpful hints on selecting fabric will have you sewing more and enjoying the
finished results as never before.

Chapter 6 : Quilting Resources Worldwide - Most Trusted Source
antislip voor naaimachine pedaal Sew a non-slip sewing machine foot pedal pad - a genius idea to stop the foot pedal
slipping away from you. Find this Pin and more on Sew Smart by Nancy Waller.

Chapter 7 : Sew a Smart Bookmark
Fabric Please feel free to browse our categories or use the top search box to search fabrics by color or manufacturer.

Chapter 8 : 31 of Our Favorite Sewing Projects | Martha Stewart
Stitch and Steam is a great product to add texture to your project. Stitch and Steam by Bosal offers a higher shrink rate
than similar products on the market.

Chapter 9 : Sew Smart | Serving central Wisconsin for over 10 years!
Exceptional sales and service of Bernina, Pfaff, and Janome sewing machines. Fabric, sewing notions, quilting products
and embroidery supplies. Classes for sewists of all styles and skill levels.
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